ADDITIONAL MATERIALS
In addition to this examination paper, you will need a 12 page answer book.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
Use black ink or black ball-point pen.
Answer ONE question from Section A and ONE question from Section B.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
The number of marks is given in square brackets at the end of each question.
You are advised to spend around 45 minutes on answering each question.
UNIT 1
PERIOD STUDY 3

Politics, Protest and Reform in Wales and England c. 1780-1880

Answer ONE question in Section A and ONE question in Section B.

Section A
Answer one question only from this section

1. Were economic conditions mainly responsible for discontent and radical protest in the period 1812-1848? [30]

2. To what extent was the reform of the Poor Law the most significant social reform in the period 1815-1848? [30]

Section B
Answer one question only from this section

3. How successfully did governments deal with the demand for parliamentary reform in the period 1780-1848? [30]

4. ‘Sir Robert Peel was the most significant influence on the development of the Tory party in the period 1815-1880.’ Discuss. [30]
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